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January was fairly mild this year. With the exception of a few cold days and few days dedicated to plowing snow, NRM 
staff was able to spend the majority of our days in the field working on winter clearing projects, seed spreading and 
projects at the shop. We also had 3 nice workdays with our steward group. 

 

The above picture is what the area we seeded at the Chambers Property (Kishwaukee River Forest Preserve) looked like 
one of the mornings we spread seed there. It was in the mid 20’s but the snow cover made it perfect for getting the seed 
out. Spreading the seeds when there is snow serves several purposes.  The darker color seed heats up from the solar 
radiation and makes its way into the snow fairly quickly. As the snow melts the seed will find its way to the soil. As the 
winter temperature goes up and down and snow or rain falls the seeds eventually make contact with the soil where it 
will stratify through the winter cold, break dormancy and germinate. Practically it allows us to see where we have 
spread the seed and helps us assess how much seed we are actually put down across the planting area.  



 
The above pictures show the two ways we spread the seed. We use the tractor with the tub spreader or with buckets 

and buckets and our arms (hand seeding) 

 

This is what the first year planting at Stigliani (Pottowotme) looked like. A similar mix was used on the prairie areas at 
Kishwaukee River. 

 



We have also spent a good amount of time clearing brush. Brush work has been done at Afton, Chief Shabbona, Knute 
Olson Jr., and Russell Woods. At Shabbona and Knute the stewards joined us to help pile and burn the removed brush. 
They also used loppers to remove some of the smaller shrubs. 

Stewards piling brush and taking a break for a snack. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Stewards Group pausing their work for a picture. 


